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MDS 54

Due to its low installation depth the MDS 54 is perfectly suited for 
installation on and under the counter. The drawer is the particularly 
suitable where space is limited behind the counter.

The wide cash drawer offers space for a generous cash insert with 
big coin cups to hold even larger amounts of change. The removable 
cash insert can be configured individually, e.g. to keep banknotes 
further away from passing customers.

The coin insert with 8 separate coin cups can be removed en bloc. 
Upright note compartments with pressure plates allow many notes 
to be stored in each compartment. An universal compartment for 
receipts and rolls of coins is located below the coin section.

The robust all-steel construction as well as the galvanised, ball 
bearing mounted telescopic runners provide stability and, in addition 
to the proven locking mechanism, help ensure the security of the 
money.

MDS 54 at a glance
The individual for small depths

› 8 weighable coin cups

› Receipt compartment under coin insert

› Two slots for receipts or coupons

› 4 angled note compartments

Two slots to  
separate  
documents
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Technical data

Drawer without money

Drawer containing money

Closed drawer

Installation
The cash drawer can be installed on and under the counter.

Microswitch
A microswitch for status checks is integrated.

Electrical connection options
Compatible with all systems.

Connecting cable
Separate 2 m plug-in cable to RJ11/RJ12 as standard  
(other systems available on request).

Lock on the cash drawer
3-position cylinder lock (emergency opening, electrical opening, locked 
position) including 2 keys with 150 different lock variants optional.

Cash insert with lockable lid
Lid with 2-position cylinder lock including 2 keys.

Colour 
RAL 7021

Width 
543 mm

Height 
104 mm

Depth 
195 mm

Weight 
10,0 kg

Voltage 
12, 24 V

Further informationen  
to our products

www.aks-anker.com


